Change in Implementation Approach Opens the Door at EMCO
to Greater Gains in Less Time
Many lean thinkers ask how they can accelerate the pace of a transformation or spread it
to other facilities. EMCO Enterprise’s Des Moines plant has an answer for both
questions.
A relatively quick, intensive project accelerated the rate of improvement and created a
showcase facility for spreading the new approach. “The project was designed to show
that you don’t have to wait years and train people forever before seeing tangible results,”
said Gary Berndt, senior vice president of manufacturing at parent Andersen Corporation.
Before the project, many EMCO employees had been through some lean manufacturing
training and were applying the lessons in a nascent lean conversion, but Berndt described
the effort as “putting a toe in the water. We wanted people to jump in.”
The new approach emphasized three tactics:
1. Set aggressive goals. The EMCO plant was given a goal of improving
productivity by 30% in eight weeks.
2. Emphasize action by local plant managers and associates with the minimum
training needed and limited involvement by outside lean experts. A team of four
specialists from the parent company was assigned to the plant to assist the EMCO
project team, which was co-led by Mike Dass, EMCO director of operations, and
Daniel Hicks, Andersen’s manufacturing service director.
3. Use data to identify and attack the top three to five problems. Focus efforts on
solving a few problems and when these are done, move onto the next few.
The plant’s three assembly lines, which make aluminum and polypropylene storm doors,
are high-mix and high-volume. A job shop is dedicated to making special, highly
customized doors.
To satisfy demand from homeowners and the housing industry for ever-greater variety,
EMCO introduced more high-volume door models, colors, and features in recent years.
As it added new models to existing assembly lines, it required production changeovers
from doors with lots of features and high labor content to standard models with fewer
features and less labor content.
The project team, consisting of the plant’s director of operations, plant industrial
engineers, quality engineers, logistics manager, maintenance supervisor, scheduling and
production supervisors, production manager, and Andersen lean experts, decided to focus
on the main assembly line, which would have a positive impact on the profitability of the
plant.
The project management methodology was simple:
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Ten-minute, stand-up meetings were held at 8:30 a.m. after the start of first shift
and at 3:30 p.m. after the start of second shift to exchange information about
problems and related countermeasures.
A tracking board, organized by phases of execution, was set up in a conference
room to trace the progress of countermeasures and other project activities through
five stages: Identify a problem; analyze it; plan the solution; implement the
solution; follow-up and take corrective actions.
Activities were grouped by the type of problem addressed such as workplace
organization, workstation design, material and product flow, line balancing, and
Total Productive Maintenance (TPM). Individual team members were assigned as
leaders for each type with responsibility for driving activities through the five
phases.

The execution methodology was to let observation and process data identify and
prioritize problems, then concentrate on rapid implementation of any reasonable idea
through controlled trial and error. Plant managers explained the intent of the project to
union associates before it began. “They knew the whole project was coming,” said Dass,
“what we were going to do and why we were doing it. They realized the elimination of
waste wasn’t going to eliminate permanent jobs.”
During the project’s first week, the team observed current conditions and gathered data
on both shifts. The team quickly identified three main problems hurting line performance
-- labor imbalance, lack of a problem-solving process, and lack of visibility into line
downtime. By Friday of the first week, the team began making some changes in several
areas.
Labor Imbalance
The mix of door models with varying labor content meant managers often had to move
operators on and off the line. So, as a precursor to complete line analysis and balancing,
the team re-distributed some work content right away.
“Getting the crew right for a shift, bringing people to the line and farming them back out
again was burning a lot of supervisory time,” observed Colin Stott, Andersen lean
manufacturing manager.
Studying the data led to a solution. The team realized the plant could run complex doors
exclusively on first shift and standard doors exclusively on second by fine tuning shift
staffing levels. Staff increased slightly on first shift, but fell significantly on second. The
adjustment was made by using fewer temporary workers. Besides improving productivity
and product flow, the change made training easier. “People didn’t have to know highlabor jobs and low-labor jobs,” said Berndt. “They focused on one or the other.”
Problem Solving
At two daily standup meetings lasting10 minutes, operations managers, supervisors, and
support personnel talked about the previous day’s main problems, how to solve them, and
who would solve them. “We’d track the top three by collecting data throughout the day,”
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said Dass, “because what tends to happen is that quality, maintenance, and operations all
have different opinions.”
The meetings also made spreading the project easier. “The project focused on the main
line but we had the supervisors and managers from the other lines at the meetings,” said
Dass. “They got a flavor of what we were doing and it was easy for us to carry it forward
on to the other lines.”
Line Downtime
To focus attention on line stoppages and other problems causing lost production, the
Andersen trainers did a lot of coaching with line operators and supervisors, said Hicks.
Data also was collected about the frequency and duration of line stops. A “plan vs.
actual” (PVA) white board installed line-side highlighted lost production. The board
showed hourly production goals for the line in one column, the actual number of doors
made in another, and, if the goal wasn’t met, the reason why. Supervisors updated and
signed the board hourly. “It’s part of standardized work for supervisors,” said Dass.
“Before it was like playing a game without a scoreboard,” said Berndt. “The PVA board
gives you a scoreboard every hour. The flow of information in hourly chunks means
problems can be addressed before the end of the day.”
“With these stabilizing measures in place, we shifted attention to developing lean
knowledge and practices,” said Hicks. “We needed to gain real benefits from
improvements as quickly as possible. This required immediate recognition of
opportunities and potential solutions followed by rapid testing and implementation.”
The first step was to use the 5S principles. The team, with cooperation from plant staff
and associates, tagged unused equipment, tools, and materials. Locations for everything
needed line-side were clearly marked, with a lot of consideration given to determining the
right place for everything to ensure safety, ergonomics, and visibility. This began the
process of clearing aisles of inventory and unneeded items so material could be delivered
to the line regularly by a pull system using tuggers on set routes from a purchased goods
supermarket.
Store
The 5S effort in the purchased parts market freed 1,800 square feet, enough space to
accommodate all the raw material racks that had been scattered around the plant. The
team realigned all racks to create a “straight shot” for fork lifts from the receiving dock to
adjacent market aisles. Bulk deliveries now were broken down from pallets into
containers across the street in the warehouse.
Separate market aisles were reserved for fork truck deliveries on one side of the racks,
and tuggers making pickups on the other. Racks were lowered and items labeled so
tugger drivers could retrieve parts easily.
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Next, the team quickly tested a pull-based tugger route. Within four days, a tugger was
running the route. “The team made a commitment to fix things on the fly, as issues came
up,” said Hicks. The tugger driver delivered material to the line and picked up empty
containers along with kanban cards signaling what materials to bring back on the next
trip.
The plan for every part (PFEP), a database specifying critical information about the
handling and use of every part used in production, was redesigned and simplified. Week
by week, more parts were added to the tugger as the whole system stabilized. After eight
weeks, parts representing 70% of volume were on the pull system (Parts fabricated in the
plant are made adjacent to assembly lines, staged on racks in small lots, and pushed over
to assembly.) Eventually two tuggers were running; one filling up at the market, the other
delivering replenishment parts and retrieving kanban cards.
Revisiting Rebalancing
The team then returned to
rebalancing the main line and
improving work station design,
two closely related efforts that
would enhance ergonomics and
safety, as well as further improve
productivity and the flow of
doors by combining some jobs
and enabling operators to run
multiple machines or
workstations.
The idea was to redistribute work
from workstations with high
labor content by making the
amount of work for each
operation nearly equal to but
slightly less than takt time.
Lot sizing, flow rack design, and
positioning line-side components
became major considerations.
The team wanted to create ideal
“work envelopes” for operators
by keeping parts in front of them,
not behind or to the side as had
been the case. For better
Workstations on the main assembly line were
redesigned to place parts within easy reach in front
of operators.
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engineer, and other team members observed and analyzed the motions of operators to
determine the amount of work involved in assembling the various door models. Then
they eliminated wasted motions, such as walking, twisting or turning, which could add as
much as four or five seconds to a job.
“That’s why you want to make sure the parts presentation is right in front of the operator
or you’re taking a big hit on the cycle time,” said Berndt.
Playbooks for Standardized Work
The team developed detailed guidebooks for staffing, showing supervisors how to
distribute the additional work elements for more complex doors across all operators,
rather than creating high-labor stations or adding additional operators who would be idle
when less complex models ran. These standardized work “playbooks” contain written
descriptions and graphics of the work content at each station for each model at three
different line speeds, an aid that comes in very handy for quickly adjusting door
production to the seasonal nature of the construction business.
The team also developed signs illustrating standardized work to hang at each workstation.
Supervisors change the signs when production changes over from one model to another
or when line speed changes. With five languages spoken in the plant, the signs help
communications.
Total Productive Maintenance
Data on lost production on the assembly line drew the team’s attention to an important
supporting operation, a saw and adjacent router that that cut and trimmed “lineals,” long
aluminum columns that formed door frames.
Selecting it for a Total Productive Maintenance project would “give us a lot of the bang
for the buck,” Dass said. For the pilot project, a cross-functional team from operations
and maintenance focused on implementing four elements of the TPM process:
1. The first three steps are Autonomous Maintenance, a distinguishing early step in
any TPM effort because it involves operators in the basic care of equipment.
a. Initial cleaning. The saw and router were restored to “as-designed”
condition to enable operators to inspect the equipment and identify
abnormalities and improvement opportunities.
- An activity board was setup near the saw to display data,
improvement actions, and team communications.
- Tags were used by supervisors to identify the abnormalities and
opportunities and get the work into the maintenance
department’s regular work cycle.
- Equipment was cleaned and restored to near-new condition.
b. Developing countermeasures for the sources of contamination, including
hard- to-reach places:
- Covers were modified to allow for better visibility of the
machine functions.
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Cables were reorganized, rerouted, and covered to allow for
easier access to the machine and to prevent contamination from
collecting on them.
c. Draft cleaning, inspection and lubrication procedures:
- A formal cleaning plan and schedule was established.
- Operator inspection checklists were implemented.
- A lubrication process was drafted.
2. Visual Management
a. Gauges were clearly marked with go and no-go ranges.
b. Sight gauges were marked with max/min. markings.
c. Lubrication points were color coded.
d. Shadow boards were created at the saw changeover tooling.
3. The Maintenance Work Cycle (MWC)
a. A process map was created for the department’s work cycle and a plan
was executed to implement the six steps of the MWC: Identify, Prioritize,
Plan, Schedule/Assign, Perform/Report and Evaluate.
4. Preventive Maintenance (PM)
a. The PM practices were reviewed and modified.
b. Visual management of the PM process was implemented.
After some initial training with plant management and TPM team members, data
collection began in order to determine the saw’s baseline Overall Equipment
Effectiveness (OEE) rate. Availability was the lowest OEE component and problem
solving sessions were launched to correct the problem. The team also developed a formal
TPM implementation plan for the plant. It called for initial cleaning and normal daily
cleaning and inspecting of all equipment, plus scheduling one piece of equipment each
day for a deep cleaning. This procedure would ensure that the clean conditions obtained
after the initial day of cleaning were maintained or improved.
The TPM project produced these benefits:
1. Availability improved by 22%
2. Shop floor personnel were actively involved in the continuous improvement
process.
3. The equipment was easier to inspect and maintain.
And after eight weeks, the overall project had achieved a double-digit improvement in
productivity. Although short of the 30% goal, it was a significant improvement and
plant management committed to achieving the full 30% by continuing with the approach
and initiatives started by the project.
Everybody, Everyday
Using the Des Moines plant, Berndt saw an opportunity to spread the lean transformation
of EMCO and Andersen by creating a showcase facility away from the lean activities
taking place at plants near Andersen headquarters in Bayport, MN.
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“We wanted to show what could be done in a short period of time, with mainly local
resources, in a location removed from the main base of operations,” he said. “The
expectation was that managers from other plants would come see, learn, and then apply
the lessons in their own facilities.”
At the end of the eight week project, 90 EMCO and Andersen plant managers and
executives arrived on schedule for a one-day Enterprise Educational Workshop. The
workshop had been scheduled eight weeks earlier at the start of the project as an
incentive to make rapid progress. The workshop combined classroom refresher training
on lean concepts with two 90-minute sessions on the plant floor. The first session showed
what had been achieved during the project, including stops along the tour to study key
lessons and how they could be implemented. In the second session, visitors observed
processes to identify breaks in the flow of work, identify the cause of the disruption, and
suggest improvement ideas. The observations were given to the plant management team.
“The idea was to bring the leadership of the whole enterprise to the EMCO location,
show them a real life example within our own business model of lean improvement in
action, and to use it for education so they would apply the concepts.” Berndt said
company managers continue to visit EMCO or contact plant managers for help. A
majority of attendees have said they learned new concepts and were motivated to apply
them.
The workshop introduced the theme of “Everybody, Everyday” into Andersen’s lean
conversion to encourage people to make daily improvements, instead of waiting for
kaizen events. “There’s an appropriate time and place for kaizens,” said Berndt, “such as
to address cross-functional problems or move a lot of equipment, but we want to get
everybody doing a little incremental change every day on every process.”

For More Information
Workshops and Workbooks
The Lean Enterprise Institute (LEI) runs monthly regional workshops on basic and more
advanced lean tools that teach many of the concepts discussed above. LEI workbooks and
training materials - all designed to de-mystify what a sensei does - show you what steps
to take on Monday morning to implement lean concepts. Visit the LEI web site at
www.lean.org for more resources supporting lean transformations.

Glossary
(Adapted from the Lean Lexicon)
Autonomous Maintenance
One of the most distinctive features of Total Productive Maintenance (TPM), involving
operators in the routine maintenance, improvement, and simple repair of equipment,
independent of the maintenance department. The idea behind Autonomous Maintenance
is that the person operating equipment is the first line of defense against breakdowns and
unplanned downtime. Defense takes the form of daily preventive measures, such as
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cleaning, lubricating, tightening, and inspecting. Autonomous Maintenance begins with
an initial cleaning of equipment to discover and eliminate problems.
Five S
Five related terms, beginning with an S sound, describing workplace practices conducive
to visual control and lean production. The five terms in Japanese are:
1. Seiri: Separate needed from unneeded items—tools, parts, materials, paperwork—and
discard the unneeded.
2. Seiton: Neatly arrange what is left—a place for everything and everything in its place.
3. Seiso: Clean and wash.
4. Seiketsu: Cleanliness resulting from regular performance of the first three Ss.
5. Shitsuke: Discipline, to perform the first four Ss.
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE)
A total productive maintenance (TPM) measure of how effectively equipment is being
used. OEE typically focuses on what are termed the six major losses -- failures,
adjustments, minor stoppages, reduced operating speeds, scrap, and rework. These
elements are multiplied to obtain OEE:
Availability Rate x Performance Rate x Quality Rate = OEE
If Availability is 90%, Performance is 95%, and Quality is 99% then
0.90 x 0.95 x 0.99 = 84.6% OEE
Red Tagging
Labeling unneeded items for removal from a production or office area during a Five S
exercise to achieve the first S of the Five S exercise, which calls for separating needed
from unneeded items.. Tagged items are placed in a holding area where they are
evaluated for other uses within a facility or company.
Plan for Every Part (PFEP)
A detailed plan for each part used in a production process, showing everything relevant to
managing the process with no errors or waste. A plan will include the part number, its
dimensions, the amount used daily, and any other relevant information. The point is to
specify precisely every aspect of the handling and use of every part.
Pull Production
A method of production control in which downstream activities signal their needs to
upstream activities. Pull production strives to eliminate overproduction and is one of the
three major components of a complete just-in-time production system along with takt
time, and continuous flow. In pull production, a downstream operation, whether within
the same facility or in a separate facility, provides information to the upstream operation,
often via a kanban card, about what part or material is needed, the quantity needed, and
when and where it is needed. Nothing is produced by the upstream supplier process until
the downstream customer process signals a need. This is the opposite of push production.
Standardized Work
Establishing precise procedures for each operator’s work in a production process, based
on three elements:
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1. Takt time, which is the rate at which products must be made in a process to meet
customer demand.
2. The precise work sequence in which an operator performs tasks within takt time.
3. The standard inventory, including units in machines, required to keep the process
operating smoothly.
Standardized work, once established and displayed at workstations, is the object of
continuous improvement through kaizen.
Takt Time
The available production time divided by customer demand. For example, if a widget
factory operates 480 minutes per day and customers demand 240 widgets per day, takt
time is two minutes. Similarly, if customers want two new products per month, takt time
is two weeks. The purpose of t a k t time is to precisely match production
with demand. It provides the heartbeat of a lean production system.
Total Productive Maintenance
A set of techniques, originally pioneered by Denso in the Toyota Group in Japan, to
ensure that every machine in a production process always is able to perform its required
tasks. The approach is termed total in three senses. First, it requires the total participation
of all employees, not only maintenance personnel. Second, it seeks total productivity of
equipment by focusing on all of the six major losses that plague equipment: downtime,
changeover time, minor stops, speed losses, scrap, and rework. Third, it addresses the
total life cycle of equipment.
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